Open House Mad Lib
Fill in the blanks and take this to the Green Room to record your video.
Hello I’m (

FUNNY TITLE

), (

FIRST NAME, LAST NAME

). Welcome to On The Record.

Lessiter Media Inc., publisher of several agricultural and equine publications such as Farm Equipment,
American Farriers Journal and (

) held an open house on Thursday, November 5th

FICTIONAL MAGAZINE NAME

at its new headquarters in Brookfield, Wisconsin.
The event celebrated the company’s rebranding campaign. Lessiter Media changed its name from Lessiter
Publications last month to better reflect the evolution of its print and digital content offerings. In addition to
Lessiter Media, several other names were reportedly considered, including (
(

FUNNY COMPANY NAME #2

FUNNY COMPANY NAME #1

). Also being celebrated was its relocation from (

BUCKET LIST DESTINATION

) and
) to

a newly renovated, contemporary office space in Brookfield, Wisconsin to accommodate for a growing staff
and media properties.
Local business owners, residents, members of the press, career-seeking students and notable names were
in attendance, including (

FAVORITE SUPERHERO

) and (

WISCONSIN ICON

). In addition to touring the new

office space, visitors had the chance to take an inside look at the publishing process and participate in
interactive demonstrations. Attendees were entered for free giveaways, such as (
(

FUNNY PRIZE #2

), and enjoyed hors d’oeuvres such as (

Media homebrewed beer, humorously named (

FUNNY NAME

When asked what the highlight of the evening was, (
“The (
was (

FAVORITE JUNK FOOD
ADJECTIVE #2

they were (

) was absolutely (

). However, (

PRESENT TENSE VERB

FAVORITE JUNK FOOD

) and

). Samples of the Lessiter

), were available and enjoyed by all.

FAVORITE SUPERHERO

ADJECTIVE #1

WISCONSIN ICON

FUNNY PRIZE #1

) responded,

), and the (

HOMEBREW NAME

)

) may have overindulged a bit, because

) erratically.”

This concludes another episode of On The Record. I’m (

FIRST NAME, LAST NAME

), thank you for watching.

Go to www.lessitermedia.com/openhouse to view your videos and a recap of the open house after November 15

